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Abstract
This thesis is a collected series of interview questions and my responses. 
The topics include aesthetics, phenomenology, queerness, the void, 
distinctions between art and design, designing emotional content, 
scale, minimalism, duality, multiplicity, formalism, intellectualism, 
the experience of living with your work, the critique, presentational 
strategies, and otherness.
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1People think talking is easy. It isn’t. Sometimes, talking requires 
the breadth of a whole person to produce words with any meaning. 
Interviews are like the entire depth of that person sparking up in the 
darkness, emitting a light show of the self that feels like the spray of 
flint against steel. Interviews ask for a lightning strike in a cloudless 
sky, and a great interview happens like a shooting star, so quick and 
bright that you really only perceive the glowing trail left on your 
retina for a few seconds afterward. Or the split second of silence 
after a bird’s call, which is the quietest silence on the planet. 
What do you think about interviews?


4What are you writing about for your thesis?
I’m producing a series of interviews. The questions are being asked 
by myself and others. I am my own primary interviewer, and 
I’m trying to interrogate from different perspectives and positions 
throughout the process. My answers certainly reflect the emotional 
and mental state of the moment, which differentiate each instance 
at least to some degree, but I am also trying actively to inhabit 
different personas as I go about each session posing and answering 
questions. 
 
Additionally, other people are asking questions, including colleagues, 
mentors, and strangers. I’ve selected questions from individuals with 
a range of differing proximities to my work — some know it well 
and have witnessed it gradually develop, others may have nothing to 
do with it, nor much interest in it. In these cases, the line between 
questions about my work, about my thinking about my work, and 
about myself as an artist becomes more charged.
In this document, I’ve separated and reordered the question/answer 
pairs, as a means to process my answers as well as construct a new 
narrative from them.
5The interview is a tactic, subversive, and not always predictable. 
Like a forensic interrogation where I am my own suspect, I’m 
trying to find the dissonances and complications in my “story” that 
tell the most about what I’m not saying. Conducting interviews 
over different periods of time allows the emotional and subjective 
qualities of my life in those moments to influence my responses. By 
seeking ways to deconstruct or interrupt the interview process, I’m 
trying to surprise myself into answers I didn’t realize were available. 
I’m trying to trick myself into losing just a tiny bit of control over 
the internal dialogue around my own creative process.
Why self interviews?
6Ideally, my work carries a paradigm, or an intellectual payload, and 
can be mined for references, metaphors, suggestions, and curiosity. 
Also ideally, my work just ‘feels right’ to people. Those qualities don’t 
often come from the same place within me, and synthesizing them is 
a core creative challenge for me.
I have an expository, writing-based academic background, so 
approaching the idea of my next project often begins in a thetical 
mindset. It’s rarely dogmatic or action oriented, but my process 
most often begins with an ideology or discourse around a set of 
experiences I’m having or interested in having. In that sense, there is 
a mission to my work — to create individual subjective experience 
and through that, meaning in life. But that’s about as narrowly as 
I can see my work in terms of its ‘purpose’ or ‘use.’
Is there a central argument
or mission to your work?
7I think at this point, I value the mutability of language more than 
the rigidity of an exclusive definition for either word. But I don’t 
think they mean the same thing. I’d argue there is a profoundly 
social distinction between art and design. Design seeks the essential 
quality of something. Design at best is like mediocre poetry; valiantly 
attempting to locate the essential ‘thingness’ in something, but doing 
it in a wordy, roundabout way. It is a method of searching for an 
essential character in a thing.
Art on the other hand is the translation, the exposition, or the 
universalization of something. Art is a process of discourse or 
declaration, making something legible or sensible or knowable in a 
manner it wasn’t before. It is focussed on a ‘we’, even when it is done 
in complete isolation. It is therefore differently social. 
When you qualify the ‘use’ of 
your work, are you speaking of art 
differently than design?
8Yes, often! Art manipulates me the way a boulder manipulates a 
landscape. Art is a longer, heavier process than I am. In contrast, my 
life is a muddy creek that flows around and below it.
Design, on the other hand, manipulates me like a stern aunt - it’s less 
elemental and more didactic. It changes my behavior by anticipating 
it, evoking a reaction through choreography that involves my own 
choices, sensitivities, and biases.
Have you ever felt emotionally 
manipulated by a piece of art or design?
9Lots of geographic metaphors; glaciers, landslides, deserts, mesas, 
cliffs, valleys, canyons, cracks, tundras, caves, quarries, open pit 
mining, swimming holes. Also, spaces of human expansion, like 
parking lots, big garages, empty factories, decrepit piers, and 
ruins. Things with a sense of physical richness or depth, like string 
instruments, animals, stages, eye liner, antique dry sinks, paint 
supplies, studio rags, old bronze cast jewelry. I associate my process 
with things that frighten me; hostile intellectualism, synesthesia, 
clinics, forest floors, the image of a drowned polar bear at the blue 
floor of a freezing arctic sea.
What do you personally associate 
with your creative process?
10
Michele Lamy, Tank Girl, Charlize Theron’s character Furiosa 
from Mad Max, Yolandi Visser, and November in New England 
are among the many sources of inspiration for me. They represent 
a courage, an intensity, a level of detail and content and risk and 
wildness that appeals and energizes me. 
Who are your main inspirations?
11
Chilly, open, cool, lux, ornate, impactful, sensual, performative, 
theatrical, monolithic, startling, grand, dramatic, dark, unfamiliar, 
sumptuous, formal, imposing, immodest, sparse, baroque, 
rectilinear, solid, expansive, platform-y, unfettered, direct, blunt, 
large, heavy, gothic, sculptural, unprogrammatic, permanent, 
artifactual, particular, queer, brutalist, hard, uncomfortable, 
uncomplicated, matter of fact, blunt, frank, sprawling, social, 
ornate, elegant, hardy, costumey, character-ful, narrative, dry, 
uncluttered, imagined, visual, graphic.
What are the primary descriptors of your work?
12
My material palette is currently steel, plywood, upholstery, fur, 
acrylic, iron, and brass. I think that’s perhaps too many, but it’s the 
materials that have popped up most prominently in my work these 
past two years. As for a rationale, they are all selected to convey 
a chilly, solid, matter-of-fact lushness. Moreover, I’m seeking to 
achieve a sober, baroque minimalism.
In critical response to Judd’s 1965 essay “Specific Objects”, in which 
he articulated the aesthetic ideology upon which his status as ‘Arch-
Minimalist’ was cemented, Michael Fried pointed out the inherent 
‘theatricality’ in Judd’s (and Morris’, and Serra’s) forms. Fried 
pointed to its performativity, and the decadence of Judd’s “opulent 
literalism”. Fried critiqued the movement’s insistence on a literal 
interpretation of the dialogue of minimalism, and that theory alone 
could justify material choices. My material palette is selected to raise 
this tension of ideological and material, of aesthetic and economic, 
of a material baroque that is playwriting for the austere platonism 
of so-called Minimalism.
What is your material palette currently 
in your work currently?

14
Brass, like in the iris of a lizard, the toenail of a drag queen, or the 
sheen of a county fair medallion. 
Yellow, like the reflected color of a coyote’s pupil, the flash of a 
hummingbirds throat, the glint of a gold tooth in a dirty mouth, or 
the gilt on an opera house ceiling.
White, like the stripe on the side of a snake, the color in the golden 
highlight off a jeff koons balloon sculpture. 
Black, as in a stove top kettle, matte black automobile finish, the 
inside of a candle snuffer, or the dug-up remains of a long ago beach 
campfire in the sand.
Off-black, like dried blood, the color of dark marble between its 
white veins, salty neoprene, or tarnished brass.
And the beige found on an old wine bottle work, or a piece of dry 
wood well chewed by termites.
What colors are you drawn to most these days?
15
From an artistic perspective, I’m drawn to dramatic, ominous 
gestures. Ellsworth Kelly, Franz Klein, Rick Owens, Rothko, Fabienne 
Verdier. Darkness, the void, or barren-ness are all themes that I use 
to approach the feeling of physical and spiritual intimidation I feel 
when looking at work by those artists and designers.
The void, in particular presents a dramatic paradox. Usually, a 
vacuum begs to be filled - like a patch of barren soil that weeds have 
begun to populate, a black hole filling itself with nearby energy and 
matter, or a broad bench or sofa so sweeping in scale and form that 
its first impression is of a vast emptiness. It can pull you in, invite 
you to occupy and fill the negative space, to make your way ‘inside’ 
the space created by the piece.
But, at the same time, the conditions that create a vacuous space 
are themselves experiences that you must confront and process. The 
conditions that draw you in to emptiness are not unto themselves 
nothing. They are real, sensory experiences that must be navigated 
and processed. The paradox is the void; once both empty of content 
but filled with meaning.
What is your favorite visual metaphor right now?
16
Cave. The bowels of the earth. Places of innate promise. Places of 
metamorphosis. Places of potential, unresolved and in flux. Fertile 
places of darkness, on an earth prized by its inhabitants for light. 
In Black: The History Of A Color, Michael Pastoreau notes the 
symbolism of caves as ‘receptacles of energy’, places we pour our 
imagination and speculation into, out of which we reap myth, 
philosophy, metaphor, and meaning. Caves also have a peculiar 
relationship to time, preserved in a way mountains or valleys cannot 
be. In a sense, they exist on a different Earth and enjoy a kind of 
static chronology. The cave is such a deeply inhuman place, and yet 
it was from caves we have emerged and re-emerged throughout our 
history. In the darkness of the cave, we began to make art. 
Choose and expand on as you wish: cave or vault?
17
Either the Green Stripe Bench or the Empty Continent series. The 
bench was enormously satisfying to make for its simplicity. It was 
an exercise in form, color, and resolution, which were all taken 
at a tidy face value. I’ve always considered formal observations as 
fairly ‘off the cuff’. I don’t think there is ever much forensic evidence 
to back up the claim “it has good proportions’. It’s subjective and 
that’s fraught but I’m fine about it. I reviewed my initial ideas for 
the bench at face value and decided what was nice about their 
proportions and colors and made a thing, off the cuff. And then 
spent a good long time finishing it. The process was nice because it 
was unencumbered.
An interesting bit of feedback I got during the critique was “if you’re 
going to be stupid, just be stupid” and it was spot on - I don’t think 
the bench was academic. It was a simple response to the Studio 
Craft methodology wherein I focussed on what I ‘just felt’ was good 
and made a couple of studies at scale and produced a bench. It was 
a pedagogy I was being taught and the creative process was a lot like 
a fast shit. It just came out and I was done and I felt good... 
Wildly, I still like it today.
What project has felt the most satisfying 
to create in the last three years?
18
The other piece I’m satisfied with is my Empty Continent series.The 
creative process was as antithetical to the Green Stripe Bench as 
imaginable within the range of my work. It was poetic, discursive, 
conversational, sense-based, emotional, and dramatic. It was also 
an essay written as objects, although less a thesis than a fiction.
My references at the time contextualize this. I was thinking about 
women like Michele Lamy, Tilda Swinton, Moira from Overwatch, 
Yolandi Visser, and Cleopatra. I was thinking about the power of 
placing ideas and images next to each other to create emotional 
reactions from objects.
Most of all though, it wasn’t ‘off the cuff’. It was meditated, 
premeditated, and post meditated. Empty Continent is to me the 
most ambitious work I’ve done at in the last three years but it also 
expresses the broadest range of topics that inform my work.
And the other?
19
It starts with darkness, and the idea that by making some sparse, 
goth-y, industrial platforms with a couple places to lean against, 
I might be able to make furniture that suits my experiences of 
isolation. I chose to find a way to darken the steel that would be 
darker than a black patina, and a foam that was harder than cheap 
foam, and a fabric that was more inviting than velvet. I was seeking 
the complex experience of being typically surrounded by people but 
chronically lonely. At once clear headed and adrift, I relate to the 
observation that solitude can feel like one is finally pulling back 
the veil of reality, and seeing life for what it truly is. This clarity is 
sharp edged but warm, soft to the touch but hard on the skeleton, 
chilly….but formidable and constant and stable.
The scale and span of the pieces of Empty Continent were designed 
to reproduce that emptiness / fullness. I considered a design in which 
the pieces are solid, which was impractical. It also didn’t open up 
the work for a nearby queer lived reality, which is of interiors upon 
interiors. An experience of queerness is that of having multiple 
privacies, multiple interiors, multiple selves within selves. These 
selves contain personalities that are not public or shown. I wanted 
the broad expanses of the furniture to feel like interiors within 
interiors, by demarcating an interior space through the physical 
forms, within which are the sittable areas, within which is the 
sensory experience of sitting, wherein you hear the hollowness of the 
forms you’re resting on. 
Tell me about Empty Continent.
20
Yes, they’re oversized. Almost flamoyantly big.
The dramatic nature of the work is a gay tactic I thought about 
during the creative process. Like drag, the overly obviousness of 
any single thing positions it as an object of ridicule. Drag is a fun 
spectacle partly because it performs how absurd the construction of 
femininity is. It’s is an engine of ‘lampooning’, publicly criticizing 
using irony, sarcasm, and ridicule.
The sensational scale, material palette, and formal language of the 
Empty Continent series employ the same spectacle. I intended the 
theatricality of the pieces to fall squarely between fashionable-but-
liveable interior decor and an abject performance of sadness written 
as furniture. This ambiguity begins to represent the enormity of 
queer loneliness, which as at once hilarious and tragic.
They’re very big too, aren’t they?
21
They rely on a confrontation with the unknown -  sort of like how 
minimalist sculpture can aggressively make the viewer deal with 
unfamiliar territory.
 
What do you think about how they 
are perceived and received?
22
How are they related to Minimalism, then?
In an interview with David Getsy, queer scholar Jennifer Doyle 
remarked on the apparent ‘bitchy-ness’ of Minimalist aesthetic tactics 
aimed to deprive the viewer of any traces of authorship. Instead of 
offering up a sculpture as an extension of a person (an ego), filled 
with relations and agency and orientations, Minimalist sculptural 
work forces its audience to relate to it personally, without a playbook 
or tour guide. Doyle observes that Minimalism inserts a stretch of 
uncharted territory between the viewer and the work - it creates a 
literal disorientation that, in the subsequent re-orientation, has the 
potential to reveal novel perceptions and receptions to the work. Not 
just novel, either, but also self-negotiated. It frames many individual 
responses to the work, while being harder to pin down within the 
context of an overarching artistic movement, moment, or story. 
The perception and reception of a piece of sculpture is already an 
intimately physical, bodily encounter. In my eyes, that’s part of what 
makes sculpture fundamentally radical. But if sculpture inherently 
begs you to learn its own physical language or code, Minimalism 
then demands that you’ve lost your map and are also somewhat 
culture-blind to begin with. 
23
So this work asks its audience to lose their map?
Yes. I want the confrontation with my work itself to be a novel 
experience. 
I hold Minimalist sculpture as a model for how the ‘program’ of 
an object is baked directly into the formal experience of it. It is 
not enough to say that an object is experienced, but rather that 
an object’s agency (its power, presence, impact, etc) is embedded in 
how the object gets experienced. Narrative tactics are the means of 
influencing that perception and reception.
24
But you describe the work as ‘flamboyant’, 
which isn’t very minimal, no?
Not strictly, no. But unlike a strategy of censorship, or omission, 
wherein the novel conditions for reacting to physical work might 
arise, I’m interested in staging a content-rich narrative that can 
arrange multiple contradicting qualities in the same object space.
For the depth that I strive to produce in my work, narration is 
robust enough to hold mutually exclusive conditions in the same 
field. This is a critical consideration. A go-to example for me is 
children’s fairy tales as tools for teaching lessons. The reason a fairy 
tale is profound is that the depth of the lesson is better perceived 
within an abstract, narrative format. The ‘adultness’ of the lesson’s 
importance is engaged by the ‘childness’ of its structure. Furthermore, 
the descriptive richness of the fairy tale as a shared story only serves 
to heighten the impression of its message.
The singularity and depth of my work requires the lushness of a 
narrative surrounding it. So yes, having written this, I’d say my 
work is decidedly not minimal.
25
The role of queerness in my work is entirely a personal one. I’m 
not so much interested in activating or deploying queer theoretical 
content in my work, but rather investigating the ways that my own 
queer subjectivity arises in my work, bidden or not.
Talk about queerness in your work.
26
Not that that’s a bad strategy for queering space. In terms of my 
work, the role of duality, and specifically interiority versus exteriority, 
brings a queer subjectivity to the forefront. For many of my pieces, 
they can be oriented in space through their visible exterior and visible 
interior. In the work I’m looking to make next, that interiority is 
created through the deliberate and dramatic framing of space using 
monolithic, slab-like volumes and unambiguous, open platforms. 
For queerness, a profound distinction between a lived internal life 
and a performed external reality is a core experience, especially 
for queer subjectivity that exists or has existed in the closet. I read 
queerness into my own work insofar as it makes explicit the duality 
inherent in so much of the lived experience of queerness: inside/
outside, shown/obscured, self-hood/otherness, accessed/forbidden.
In other words, you’d rather perform a 
queer reading on your work than try to 
make queer work?
27
Yes. In individuals, I feel that each of us contain multiple versions of 
our selves, each tailored to fit different situations or environments. 
It’s who we around, where we are standing, and how we feel in any 
given moment. Another way of saying this could be our mood or 
attitude, but  ‘version of the self ’ better captures the depth to which 
I think we are dynamic, and change to reflect our condition. 
This multiplicity is an overarching quality that I both observe in 
the built world around me, and attempt to imbue my work with.
How can a seat be at once empty but full, inviting but defensive, 
intimidating but assuring, barren but lush?
How can an object be both empty of content and still full of meaning? 
Or familiar and alien? Or better yet, ancient and new?
You mention duality and multiplicity 
in your work a lot. Can you speak to 
that directly?
28
This tension certainly trips me up in my practice. I often find myself 
at a crossroads with two minds, one set on a instinctual, sensual, 
yearning direction and the other a pragmatic, conceptual, and 
didactic aim. My projects inevitably bump into this dualism as they 
come into being, where I am forced to ask which way to take the 
creative direction and to rationalize, or even justify, it.
What’s worse is when either of those mindsets is farther along in the 
development of the process. It’s like trust falling in tandem with a 
partner, knowing the other will catch you, but only if you believe 
they’re the one landing first.
Does that make sense?
Can you talk about the tension in 
your work between formalism and 
intellectualism?
29
Another analogy that comes to mind is picking a half-baked loaf out 
of a hot oven and demanding an argument for the presence of its 
individual ingredients. It’s such a pain to describe the whole thing 
by identifying the parts, and it feels too risky sometimes to just trust 
that the loaf will be worth eating by the time it’s done.
No...
30
I think it’s a radical and deeply unique reality for furniture 
designers, especially students. It’s rare that a designer is consigned to 
live with their own creations. Graphic designers don’t paper their 
walls with their own posters, fashion designers rarely wear their own 
garments, it is only ever an academic exercise for game designers 
to play their own games after release. Imagine if it was common 
practice for architects to live or work in their own structures for a 
few years before moving on. We might see some pretty big shifts in 
our built world. 
I think it’s wild that the furniture designers I’ve met and learned 
from in the past three years almost universally live on, with, and 
around their own furniture. This is due of course to the realities 
of being a student and having finite living space and resources, 
but it’s also a naturalized phenomenon. It’s pretty normal to visit 
a colleague’s home and pick out pieces of original work next to 
branded products. I think this creates a unique paradigm in which 
the designer is routinely and directly confronted with the successes 
(and failures, more often than not) of their own design and creative 
process. It’s not a gentle series of confrontations either; we are asked 
to design something under certain pressures and within certain 
constraints, such as time or the observance of academic judgement. 
Then, however, we live in a very quotidien way with the results.
The end result is a profound lesson learned the long, hard way about 
what accompanies well the human condition. I love the rosy view of 
this as a phenomenon that raises the overall ability bar for furniture 
designers, but I’m skeptical that being subjected to your own failures 
always leads neatly to improvement. 
What do you think about living with 
your creations?
31
A critique has a kind of muscular relationship to an arts-based 
education like what I’ve received, in the way the femoral joint has a 
muscular relationship to the pelvis. The critique “fits” the mode and 
the pedagogy of an artistic academic discourse. This is because work 
is received in nearly the same capacity that it was made. Quickly, 
intensely, like a flash in the pan, and only  able to filter out some of 
the bullshit… like derision, disgust, or punishment.
What do you think about critiques?
32
For me, a critique is a way of formalizing rejection. At its best, a 
critique can orchestrate a shared, discursive set of opinions that range 
from plain reactions to full personal projections. I’ve been part of 
critiques where actual epiphanies occur, and I’ve been part of critiques 
that have blunted an artistic career. For the ego in particular, the 
critique is a tough knot to untie, because it offers a platform/audience 
dynamic in which you are doubly privileged as both outsider and 
insider - celebrated for knowing nothing about the work (‘fresh set of 
eyes’) and knowing everything about it (the experience and expertise of 
the professor/professional). This is an intense power dynamic in which 
the student symbolically ‘asks’ to learn from their school by ‘offering’ 
work up for critique, and then occupies the position of ‘thanking’ a 
blameless audience for their dual outsider/insider reactions. To get 
anything from the critique, the student must believe in a degree of 
validity in the wisdom of peers and faculty.
What do you get from critiques?
33
I don’t feel that there is much intrinsic difference. A fork is decidedly 
actual, with function and form, and yet it is a product of aesthetics 
as much as a painting. A painting has no inherent ‘use’, but it 
certainly can be argued that it creates meaning for us. These urns 
are both set pieces to an ongoing narrative of how our selves are 
shaped by our world (and vice versa), as well as they are concrete 
things that would exist to some capacity even if we aren’t around. 
They have at least one essential theme, which is that they ‘hold’. 
And they have at least many essential experiences, in their material, 
form, and scale. In that way, I like to describe them as artifacts - 
objects that don’t pertain strongly to a certain place or time. Rather, 
they can seem at once familiar and unknown.
So, the urns. Are these props? Set pieces?
34
Bones. Spines. Tree cores after a fire. Arteries. Plumbing. Monoliths. Cat 
pupils. Caves. Artifacts. Tools. Dialogues. Written verse. Bodies. My body.
Where are the forms of these 
vessels drawing inspiration from?
35
I became interested in the idea of casting iron after studying metal 
machining. The casting process feels so intimately human, so studied 
and often imprecise, so prone to flaws and ready for adjustment. It’s 
also primal - liquid metal has an energy unlike most materials, and 
it’s fleeting nature hints at the barely contained chaos within the 
heated iron molecules. But the process of iron is, like the rest of this 
project, partly about timelessness and impermanence. For as hardy, 
and durable as iron is, it also rusts readily.
In a lecture with metal sculptor Tom Joyce, I was shown just how 
human and intimate iron is. The existence of iron on our planet 
(and others) is responsible for nearly all the red-based hues found 
in dirt, rock, and the earth’s elemental material. Rust is a process 
that colors our entire planet, and is a seamless stage in the cyclical 
existence of metal. From liquid, to solid, to dust, to solid, to liquid 
again. Palindromic, ubiquitous, both undeniably permanent and 
strangely fleeting.
Why iron?
36
I wanted the encounter of these designs to feel immediately like 
encountering a group of individuals. The bases stand on the same 
ground the viewer stands on. They share the room. They are not 
plinths, designed to disappear, but rather ‘bases’ that support the 
dialogue happening between the objects atop them. And they are 
designed to be at roughly the same height as the viewer. I want the 
urns themselves to beckon a closer greeting, and the bases to support 
that approach. In that closer greeting, I want the body to feel as if 
it is possibly inspecting another body, perhaps rudely so. The objects’ 
presence alone is strong enough to elicit intimacy and still warn of 
an uncertain privacy. The forms, too, convey this feeling of perhaps 
you have been confronted by a group of bodies, familiar in their 
shape, weight, and height. Simultaneously, though, they are foreign 
in their profiles, the language they’re speaking, and the essential 
purpose for them today.
I wanted to make a series of vessels that are at once self and other.
Why are they displayed on high bases?
37
I suppose I didn’t need twenty specifically. But I needed enough 
instances of the urns to convey the sense of multiplicity I seek in the 
design. I wanted the minute variations between the casts’ surfaces, 
or their particular leans or tilts, to arrange a picture of distinct parts 
forming a whole. I think the urns are essentially a family of objects 
together, they exhibit a likeness and individuality, and in this way 
they are social vessels. The negative space between their ‘limbs’ or 
openings imply a conversation being held between objects. Each 
vessel is an experience of both an interior (what it might contain) 
and an exterior (how it appears), and they share the DNA of this 
phenomenon even while differentiating themselves in scale, form, 
and presence.
Why twenty?
38
Cleopatra’s chambers. I would love to see my urn’s scattered around 
the rooms of Cleopatra’s palaces. In my research, I’ve come to 
understand that containers of all different sizes are among the 
most common archeological discoveries throughout ancient Egypt. 
These containers ranged from generic to sacred, often made from 
rare materials, and almost universally served as containers for real-
world possessions to accompany the buried into the afterlife. 
Death to Egyptians was, fundamentally, a promise of eventual 
rebirth, and because of that belief the design and production of 
container artifacts was ubiquitous.
It is within this context that my urns feel most appropriate, as 
artifacts meant for containing something special, tools to transgress 
our timeline. The potential of what could be contained inside is 
something that needed to exist not just for one finite lifetime, but 
an eternal one. I wanted the bases, form language, and materiality 
to to evoke a familiarity and nostalgia. Or, better yet, the sense of 
something once lost and found again.
What alternative context would 
you like to see your urns in?
39
What an insane question. How can an artist decide the singular thing they are 
about. I’ve never answered this question as its been asked…..it’s always what am 
I about as I’ve made this stuff.
It’s about lists of things, visually, formally, physically, or otherwise. It’s about 
queerness, interiority, exteriority, and duplicity. It’s about thinking in orientations, 
in directions and in (or out of!) lines. It’s about physicality, touch, intimacy, 
closeness, and especially otherness. It’s about legibility, our ways of reading an 
image or object or text. It’s about what we read into what we see, what emotions 
we project into the spots we don’t have information for. It’s about the ambiguity of 
an image, for an image cannot possibly contain everything. It’s about the power of 
the information that isn’t shown in the image to tell us more about the image that 
what is shown. It’s about externalizing my depression, my anxiety, my subjective 
experience. It’s about processing fear. It’s about surrendering to vulnerability and 
curiosity. It’s about deconstructing or denuding an experience of an object, and 
about revealing what is private in that performance. 
It’s about familial thinking and series of things, packs of things, iterations of 
things, inanimate objects that share genetics. It’s about bodies, catacombs and the 
greatest leveller of us all, death. It’s about minimalism and lushness, about how 
sparseness and richness share one thing, intensity. It’s about programming, control, 
and power. It’s about the image of the object is always more complete for me than 
the object itself. It’s about how the story of an object is always more powerful than 
the object itself. It’s about the construction of masculinity, scale, and architecture. 
About drama, and performance, theater, and the slippery membrane we pass 
through the moment we forget that we aren’t in the show itself. It’s about voids, 
cave, empty spaces, vacuums that seek occupation but can’t give it easily. It’s about 
phenomenological thinking, that what we take in creates who we are, and who 
we are informs what we produce, and that what we produce we also take in.
It’s about authorship, agency, and control. I think a lot of it is about control.
What is your studio practice about?
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Empty Continent Chaise 2018
48
49
Empty Continent Throne 2018
50
51
Empty Continent Bench 2018
52
53
Urn with Spouts 2019
54
Urn with Spouts 2019
55
Urn with Spout 2019
56
Urn with Spouts 2019
57
Urn with Spouts 2019
58
Urns with Spouts 2019
59
Green Stripe Bench 2018
60
Offset Cafe Tables 2018
61
Big Furry Couch 2018
62
Grout Pots 2018
63
Brass Turned Candle Stands 2018
64
Seance Table 2018
